THE EXPERTS IN INK TRANSFER TECHNOLOGIES

DOCTOR BLADES FOR
SHORT-RUN GRAVURE PRINTING.

EVERY DAY USE AND SPECIAL APPLICATIONS.
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Changing out high priced blades on every
run can quickly become cost prohibitive and
leaving them in for multiple runs while worn
can be a big safety hazard

resources. Coated blades allow skilled and

Low-cost blades often need too much
set-up and adjustment for all-but the most
experienced pressmen
Downtime can quickly make the cost of shortrun jobs less profitable

simply too expensive to throw away after

Consumers demand smooth vignettes and
strong colors

solutions that handle challenging graphics,

MDC Gold Our premium
value coated blade which
allows for precise ink metering and the absolute
cleanest, possible wipe for the most stubborn
haze. Perfect performance at all contact angles
with no start up time necessary thanks to
advanced lamella profile.

can

be a costly, ineffective use of time or
inexperienced pressmen alike to save time
without sacrificing print quality, but they’re
such short print runs.
Fortunately,

Daetwyler

has

developed

easy set-up, and a smart balance of value
and performance.

MDC RotoStar A strong,
multi-purpose
coated
blade that has the flexibility and durability to
address the majority of all gravure printing jobs.
RotoStar is also one of the lowest-cost coated
blades on the market that can still be considered
high-performance in terms of high quality output.
MDC GamutStar Works
well to minimize haze
while helping to maintain the finest dot structure
used in Vignettes. A good blade for balancing the
graphics of strong solid colors and fine process
printing. An upgraded coated blade for gravure
applications.
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Short, challenging runs that require excellent
print performance with minimal print waste
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